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Institutional decision is the result of analysis, forecasting, optimization, economic evaluation and selection of alternative variants to establish rules that will affect the future management of social and economic system. 
The main feature of institutional decisions is that it is taken to establish certain rules that will be used for decision-making in future. 
The legal nature of institutional decision-making is that the system of control for decisions’ implementation is needed. 
 Methods to create institutional decisions include methods and techniques of operations required to develop institutional decisions. They include methods of analysis, information processing, choice of the best alternative, etc.
The optimal institutional decision is the best decision according to the criteria of optimum. 
Institutional decision-making algorithm is illustrated in Figure 1. 
The implementation of institutional decisions is related to decision-making process under conditions of certainty. In such conditions the decisions are made when the possible alternatives are precisely defined. However, in practice it is difficult to estimate the factors that create conditions for decision-making. That’s why there are no situations of complete certainty in reality. 


Fig. 1. Institutional decision-making algorithm

Institutional decision-making in environmental sphere allows to estimate the cost value of economic losses from the damage to environment

